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Retail Threat Landscape
For retailers, this past holiday shopping season was yet another demanding and

lucrative one. The extended holiday shopping season was met with challenges marked

by supply chain shortages, as well as threat actors leveraging tried and true methods,

alongside new techniques, to defraud seemingly overworked systems and employees. 

Refund Fraud

Fake Tracking ID Method (FTID)

Did Not Arrive Method (DNA)

Curbside Method

Empty Box Method 

Partial Refund Method

Dry Ice Method

Financially motivated threat actors have historically used a variety of refund fraud

methods in order to receive money or goods by submitting fake claims with retailer’s

customer service representatives. Recently, threat actors have been advertising their

refund fraud services within illicit deep and dark web communities and on chat

services. 

Some of the main types of refund fraud referenced in illicit forums, and subsequently

used, include: 
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Chart of mentions of popular refund methods 
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Overall mentions spiked between October and December 2021 in conjunction with the

2021 holiday shopping season. These mentions most likely represent threat actor

advertisements of fraudulent refund services, and general discussions of threat actors’

experiences targeting and defrauding specific retailers. 

In addition to refund fraud, retailers should be aware of industry specific threats,

including Targeting Of Content Management Systems (CMS) and Gift Card Fraud.



Customer data—including financial information—can be stored in CMS panels,

making them a high-value target for threat actors. Some of the most commonly

targeted CMS panels are self-written. In many cases, these advertisements of access

come from opportunistic exploitations of common vulnerabilities in these CMSs.

It is possible that the spike in advertisements between January and March of 2021

were due to actors targeting CMS after the holiday shopping season, as it is likely

that these content management systems were storing more customer credit card

information after the holiday shopping rush. 

Overall mentions by month of shop access within illicit communities. The majority
of these listings take place on the Russian and English language forum, Exploit.
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Targeting Of Content
Management Systems (CMS)
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Gift Card Fraud is a type of financial fraud that is specific to the retail sector.

Threat actors will cash out of stolen bank logs by purchasing usually high value gift

cards to use at a later date, before they lose access to the compromised bank log.

Gift cards can also be purchased in the event of a retail account takeover, where the

victim’s customer account is compromised and used to purchase gift cards. Some

actors even sell discounted gift cards within illicit communities for a profit.

While the financial onus generally will fall on the credit card issuer, if purchased with

compromised bank logs, it is possible retailers could incur chargebacks for disputed

transactions. 

Gift Card Fraud



Minimizing Overall Threats
To Retailers
Retailers can mitigate the immediate threat of holiday-shopping specific retail fraud by

minimizing the return window for items purchased during the holiday shopping

season. Additionally, employee training can help customer service representatives

identify possible social engineering techniques and fraud attempts. The threat of

compromised CMS access can be reduced by implementing scheduled patching

cycles. Gift card fraud can be mitigated by implementing an e-gift card fraud

solution, or requiring more information at checkout when a gift card is being

purchased. 

For greater insights into the fraud landscape, Flashpoint can help. Two solutions that

can help you stay ahead of threats and minimize risk are Optical-Character Recognition

(OCR) and Compromised Credentials Monitoring (CCM). 

Flashpoint leverages Optical Character Recognition and machine learning technology

to identify text, logos, and objects from multimedia within our collections. This allows

users to search and generate alerts for relevant media, such as counterfeit products or

misused brand logos, throughout our extensive, signal-rich collections.

Compromised Credentials Monitoring allows retail organizations to monitor

exposure of compromised credentials for their enterprise domains and customer

email addresses in order to take action after breaches to mitigate risk of account

takeover (ATO). Flashpoint’s advanced technology quickly collects and processes data

and credentials, allowing users to access the most up-to-date breach data and receive

notifications as soon as credentials have been identified. To see these solutions in

action and see how they can help combat fraud, get started on a free trial today.
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https://help.fp.tools/en/articles/5644328-optical-character-recognition-ocr-capabilities
https://www.flashpoint-intel.com/compromised-credentials-monitoring/
https://go.flashpoint-intel.com/trial/rh-isac/clear


About Flashpoint

Flashpoint is the globally trusted leader in risk intelligence for organizations that

demand the fastest, most comprehensive coverage of threatening activity on the

internet. From bolstering cyber and physical security, to detecting fraud and insider

threats, Flashpoint partners with customers across the private and public sectors to

help them rapidly identify threats and mitigate their most critical security risks.

For more information, visit www.flashpoint-intel.com or follow us on Twitter at

@FlashpointIntel

http://www.flashpoint-intel.com/
https://twitter.com/flashpointintel

